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Abstract: Foamy viruses (FVs) differ from all other genera of retroviruses
(orthoretroviruses) in many aspects of viral replication. In this review, we discuss FV
assembly, with special emphasis on Pol incorporation. FV assembly takes place
intracellularly, near the pericentriolar region, at a site similar to that used by
betaretroviruses. The regions of Gag, Pol and genomic RNA required for viral assembly
are described. In contrast to orthoretroviral Pol, which is synthesized as a Gag-Pol fusion
protein and packaged through Gag-Gag interactions, FV Pol is synthesized from a spliced
mRNA lacking all Gag sequences. Thus, encapsidation of FV Pol requires a different
mechanism. We detail how WT Pol lacking Gag sequences is incorporated into virus
particles. In addition, a mutant in which Pol is expressed as an orthoretroviral-like Gag-Pol
fusion protein is discussed. We also discuss temporal regulation of the protease, reverse
transcriptase and integrase activities of WT FV Pol.
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1. Introduction
Foamy viruses (FVs) are ancient and highly successful retroviruses. The integration of retroviral
genomes creates endogenous retroviral elements that have been left as a fossil record in host species.
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Although rare, cases of endogenous foamy viruses have been reported in the genomes of sloths [1] and
the aye-aye, a strepsirrhine primate from Madagascar [2], and recently, an endogenous foamy
virus-like element was discovered in the coelacanth genome [3]. These findings extend the history of
coevolution between FV and their hosts to more than 400 million years, identifying it as the most
ancient of all retroviruses. FVs are complex retroviruses that infect most non-human primates (NHP),
cattle, cats and horses (reviewed in [4]). In contrast to complex orthoretroviruses, which are sometimes
highly pathogenic, FVs establish persistent infections in the absence of pathogenicity. Despite this lack
of pathogenicity, FVs are readily transmitted within host species. There are no reports of
human-specific FVs. However, zoonotic transmission from NHP to humans has been documented in
various contexts, including natural habitats and occupational exposures. FV transmission to humans
provides the potential for the emergence of new strains of FV that could pose a risk to humans [5,6].
Despite the fact that the FV genomic organization is similar to that of orthoretroviruses, FV
replication differs in many ways, and as such, they comprise the only genus of the retroviral subfamily,
Spumaretroviridae. FVs reverse transcribe their encapsidated RNA genome during assembly and/or
budding, leading to the production of DNA containing virions. FVs package RNA; but, infectious
virions contain double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), and in this way, FVs resemble hepadnaviruses, such
as hepatitis B virus (HBV), whose genomic organization differs from that of retroviruses. Thus, FVs
bridge the gap between retroviruses and hepadnaviruses (reviewed in [7,8]). The focus of this review is
the process of FV assembly, with emphasis on Pol encapsidation, which occurs by a mechanism
different from both orthoretroviruses and hepadnaviruses.
Retroviral assembly requires coordinated packaging of genomic RNA and viral proteins. In
orthoretroviruses, packaging sequences are located near the 5´ end of genomic RNA (termed ψ) and
are specifically recognized and bound by the nucleocapsid (NC) domain of Gag, which contains highly
conserved cysteine-histidine (CH) motifs flanked by basic residues (reviewed in [9]). In
alpharetroviruses, such as avian sarcoma leukosis virus (ASLV), ψ is located upstream of the 5´ splice
site (ss), resulting in the inclusion of ψ in both unspliced genomic RNA and spliced env RNA, and
there is an undefined mechanism to exclude spliced RNA from virions (reviewed in [9]). In contrast to
orthoretroviruses, FV cis-acting sequences (CAS) for genome packaging are located at several sites in
the genome (Figure 1). CAS I is located in the 5´ untranslated region (UTR) and CAS II is in the 3´
end of the pol gene. The details of how the two CAS elements function in a concerted manner for
genome packaging remain unknown. Since the sequences of CAS II, which were found to be important
for genome packaging [10], are located in both subgenomic pol mRNA and genomic RNA, CAS I
might be required and, thus, prevent pol mRNA from being packaged. FV Gag does not contain CH
motifs, but there are two or three copies of a glycine/arginine-rich motif (GR box) near the C-terminus
(Figure 1). GR boxes are thought to be functionally equivalent to CH motifs. GR box 1 has nucleic
acid binding activity in vitro, whereas GR box 2 contains a nuclear localization signal [11,12]. Even
when present, there is no known function for GR box 3. Overall, GR boxes are required for genomic
RNA encapsidation and also play important roles in Pol incorporation, reverse transcription, virion
morphology and infectivity [13–15].
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Figure 1. Genome of prototype foamy virus (PFV). Depicted is the molecular clone
PFV-13 (GenBank accession no. U21247; 11,954 bases). The shaded boxes below the
genome indicate the location of the LTR promoter regions in the proviral DNA. (A) The
thin lines represent the genomic RNA and mRNA for Pol protein. Pol is expressed from a
spliced mRNA. The 5´ splice site (ss) and the 3´ splice site (3´ss) are indicated. (B) The
colored boxes indicate the three major PFV protein products: Gag, Pol and Env.
PR-mediated cleavage sites are indicated with dashed lines and arrows. CTRS, cytoplasmic
targeting and retention signal; GR boxes, glycine/arginine-rich motifs; PR, protease;
RT, reverse transcriptase; IN, integrase. LP, leader peptide; SU, surface domain;
TM, transmembrane domain. (C) The thick lines represent RNA sequences required for
proper assembly. Cis-acting sequences (CAS) are required for genomic RNA packaging;
Pol encapsidation sequences (PES) are required for Pol packaging.

The intracellular assembly of FV is similar to that of the betaretroviruses (B/D type), such as
Mason Pfizer monkey virus (MPMV), in that a cytoplasmic targeting-retention signal (CTRS) within
the Gag protein (Figure 1) directs nascent Gag to a pericentriolar region of the cell, specifically the
microtubule organizing center (MTOC), for capsid assembly [16]. Cellular proteins are known to be
involved in viral assembly, including that of FV. In some viruses, proteins associated with cellular
mRNA metabolism located within P bodies and stress granules have been implicated in viral
replication and assembly (reviewed in [17]). For example, Mov10, a putative RNA helicase, inhibits
HIV-1 replication at multiple stages, including reverse transcription and virus production [18,19].
DDX6 and DDX3, members of the DEAD-box RNA helicase family, are required for efficient
replication of hepatitis C virus, a member of the family Flaviviridae [20,21]. After FV infection,
DDX6 has been shown to be translocated from the P bodies and stress granules to the MTOC and is
thought to play important roles in conformational rearrangement of FV genomic RNA to facilitate
efficient encapsidation [22].
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2. FV Pol Expression
One of the major differences between FVs and orthoretroviruses is the mode of Pol expression. In
orthoretroviruses, Pol is synthesized as a Gag-Pol fusion protein through either suppression of
translation termination at the C-terminus of Gag or ribosomal frameshifting from Gag into the Pol
reading frame (reviewed in [9]). These events are infrequent and result in higher expression levels of
Gag relative to Gag-Pol. Specific motifs within the orthoretroviral Gag protein are sufficient to direct
capsid formation, and Gag-Pol is assembled into particles using these motifs. FV Pol expression is also
different from that of the closely related hepadnaviruses. Hepadnaviruses use internal promoters to
generate a series of mRNAs, which are translated separately to produce the individual gene products,
including the polymerase protein [23]. FVs express Pol from a spliced mRNA generated using the
same 5´ss as for the env mRNA and the 3´ss located within the gag gene, upstream of the Pol start
codon (Figure 1) [24–28]. Regulation of FV Pol protein expression to achieve proper Gag:Pol ratios
may occur through regulation of pol mRNA splicing, as FVs have been shown to use a suboptimal 3´ss
[29]. Translation efficiency may also contribute to the regulation of Pol levels within the cell, but little
is known about the levels of translation initiation for Pol relative to Gag.
3. FV Pol Encapsidation
Expression of FV Pol independently of Gag requires a different mechanism for Pol incorporation
into virions from that of orthoretroviruses. FV Pol expression is similar to that of HBV polymerase in
the sense that it is expressed independently of the capsid protein, but their mechanisms for polymerase
encapsidation are different. Incorporation of HBV Pol depends on the binding of Pol to the packaging
sequence, epsilon, at the 5´ end of pregenomic RNA, and the RNA/Pol complex initiates capsid
assembly (reviewed in [23]). In contrast, FV Pol is not required for either RNA packaging or
capsid assembly [30].
Genomic RNA is required for encapsidation of the FV Pol protein. Two cis-acting sequences within
the genomic RNA, called Pol encapsidation sequences (PES), have been shown to be required for FV
Pol packaging (Figure 1) [10,31]. The PES map within the cis-acting sequences (CAS) that is essential
for RNA packaging [10,32,33]. In FV assembly, PES and CAS are both located in the coding region of
pol, making it difficult to distinguish between RNA packaging and Pol incorporation. To overcome
this difficulty, a FV four-vector system has been developed in which Gag, Pol, Env and packageable
RNA are expressed from separate constructs [10,34,35]. In the four-vector system, one component can
be mutated without affecting the sequences of the other three. This system has the advantage of
separating changes in viral proteins from changes in the genomic RNA. However, a potential problem
of this system is that each component is overexpressed, so that the normal ratios of the viral
components are not retained, and the results may not reflect interactions that occur during
normal infection.
Several mechanisms have been proposed for FV Pol encapsidation. One mechanism is that Pol
directly binds to the genomic RNA concurrently with RNA packaging via Gag binding [10,31]. Thus,
RNA could act as a bridge between Gag and Pol. Alternatively, it is also possible that Pol directly
binds to Gag, and this complex binds to RNA via Gag sequences to allow Pol packaging. One
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approach to examine if a Gag-Pol interaction is required for Pol packaging is to identify Gag mutations
that affect Pol packaging, but not RNA packaging. Mutations in the first GR box (GR1) of Gag do not
prevent RNA packaging, but lead to a defect in Pol packaging [14]. It is the clustered basic residues in
GR1 that are required for Pol packaging, suggesting that interactions between Gag and Pol are required
for Pol encapsidation. The requirement of Gag for Pol encapsidation could involve transit of Pol to the
MTOC, where Pol has been shown to colocalize with Gag [16,36]. A specific localization sequence,
such as the CTRS found in Gag, has not been identified for Pol. Thus, an intriguing possibility is that
Gag-Pol binding may be required to transport Pol to the site of capsid assembly. Another possible role
for Gag in Pol packaging could be that Pol alone can bind to RNA through PES, but Gag binding
stabilizes the Pol-RNA complex. Alternatively, it is Gag in the Gag-Pol complex that binds to RNA at
PES. Having RNA binding specificity in Gag rather than Pol is consistent with the fact that Pol must
traverse the entire length of genome to synthesize cDNA. We do not know where in the cell
interactions between Gag and Pol take place. Since both proteins are transiently localized in the
nucleus [12,37], it is possible that Pol interacts with Gag in the nucleus, and Gag-Pol complexes are
then translocated to the capsid assembly site through the CTRS in Gag proteins, although it could be
difficult for such a large protein complex to exit the nucleus. However, in opposition to this
hypothesis, an FV Gag mutant lacking the nuclear localization signal in Gag GR2 has WT levels of
Pol encapsidation [14].
As Pol incorporation requires binding to the PES in genomic RNA, the number of Pol molecules
per virion would be limited. Each of the two copies of FV genomic RNA would accommodate one or
at most a few Pol dimers. Surprisingly, quantification of Pol molecules within purified FV particles
found that an approximate ratio of Gag to Pol is 16:1, which is a higher level of Pol than that predicted
by the RNA-only model [38]. Alternatively, if a large Gag-Pol complex binds to RNA, it would be
possible to incorporate many more Pol molecules into each virion.
In orthoretroviruses, the Pol precursor (PrPol) is incorporated into virions as a Gag-Pol fusion
protein and cleaved by protease into three components, protease (PR), reverse transcriptase/RNase H
(RT) and integrase (IN). FV PrPol is cleaved only once between RT and IN, yielding two mature
proteins, PR-RT and IN. Only FV PrPol, not the individual cleavage products, is incorporated into
virus particles [10,39]. A Pol mutant lacking the IN domain was shown to be deficient in incorporating
Pol into virions [39]. Further analysis using a series of IN truncation mutations in the context of a
full-length proviral vector revealed that the C-terminus of IN is required for Pol packaging [40]. As the
C-terminus of IN contains part of the PES required for Pol packaging, the same IN mutants were tested
using the FV four-vector system. No Pol packaging was found in the IN truncation mutants, despite the
ability of these mutants to package viral RNA. This result suggests that the IN protein contains either a
PES-binding domain or a Gag-binding domain that allows Pol to associate with Gag for RNA binding.
It remains to be determined how Gag and Pol proteins interact for Pol incorporation.
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4. FV Pol Enzymatic Activities
4.1. Protease
Orthoretroviral Gag is cleaved into at least four proteins, whereas FV PR only cleaves Gag once,
releasing a 3 kD peptide (p3) from the C-terminus. As a result, FV particles never mature. Infectious
FV resembles the immature orthoretroviral virions in the assembly stage prior to Gag cleavage. The
single cleavages in Gag and Pol are absolutely required for FV infectivity and replication [41–43].
Like orthoretroviral PRs, FV PR is an aspartyl protease that is only active as a homodimer. There are
two copies of an Asp-Ser/Thr-Gly triplet at the active site to which each monomer contributes one
triplet [44,45]. While orthoretroviral PRs form stable dimers [46], FV PR forms a weak dimer that
exhibits proteolytic activity in vitro only at NaCl concentrations of 2–3 M [47,48]. However,
biochemical and biophysical evidence indicates that under physiological conditions, PRs of simian
foamy virus from macaque (SFVmac) and prototype foamy virus (PFV) are predominantly monomers
in solution with or without the RT domain present [49,50]. In addition, SFVmac PR homodimers can
only be detected as minor transient species, constituting only a small fraction of the total protein [51].
Given the largely monomeric state of PR and PR-RT under physiological conditions, it is likely that
FV PR requires additional viral and/or cellular factors for efficient dimerization in vivo.
Various mechanisms have been proposed for the activation of FV PR. One proposed mechanism
for PFV Pol dimerization is that a dimerization domain within IN is required [40]. As retroviral IN
works as a dimer or higher-order complex for efficient integration of viral DNA into host genomic
DNA [52], it is possible that the IN domain in FV PrPol is sufficient for PrPol dimerization. The
solution structure of the PFV IN tetramer has been solved [53,54]. An IN truncation mutant lacking
two thirds of the C-terminus of IN was shown to exhibit defective processing of Gag and Pol, as well
as defective Pol packaging into virions [40]. Introduction of a leucine zipper dimerization motif
downstream of the IN truncation restores PR activity in cells. However, Pol encapsidation is not
rescued, suggesting that Pol dimerization is not sufficient for Pol encapsidation. While IN dimerization
is required for PrPol dimerization and PR activity, integrase activity is not [39,40,55,56].
Another mechanism has been proposed for FV PR activation. It was shown that a specific
protease-activating RNA motif (PARM) located within the PES in the pol region of genomic RNA
stimulates PR activity of PR-RT proteins [55]. The distinct RNA structure of this region is thought to
be responsible for binding to Pol, which allows Pol dimerization required for PR activation. This result
suggests a unique mechanism for FV PR activation through a viral RNA sequence, PARM. It was also
proposed that in the presence of PARM, PR is active independently of the IN domain [56], which
conflicts with the studies described in the previous paragraph in which IN deletion mutants are
defective for PR activity. In one study designed to circumvent the strict requirement of IN for Pol
encapsidation, and therefore PR activity in vivo, a Gag-PR-RT fusion protein lacking IN was created
and expressed [56]. In this experiment, the Gag-PR-RT fusion protein is incorporated into virions and
exhibits PR activity in the absence of the IN domain, indicating that Gag can provide PR activation
normally supplied by IN. A recent report showed that uncleaved PrPol is more efficient in Gag
processing than the PR-RT cleaved subunit [57], supporting a role for IN in PR in wild-type infection.
Characterization of the PR activation mechanism requires further investigation.
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4.2. Reverse Transcriptase
RTs have two enzymatic activities, polymerase and RNase H, which cleaves the RNA strand of an
RNA-DNA duplex. These two enzymatic activities are both necessary and sufficient for RT to convert
the single-stranded viral RNA genome into dsDNA (reviewed in [9]). While FV RT demonstrates both
enzymatic activities, in vitro studies have revealed two major differences in polymerase activity
relative to some orthoretroviral RTs. First, FV RT is more processive and more active on a variety of
templates [58]. Second, FV RT has a lower affinity for dNTPs [50,59,60]. FV RT is also structurally
different from orthoretroviral RTs in that it acts as part of a PR-RT polyprotein. It has been shown that
FV RT retains activity in the presence of additional protein domains, as part of a PrPol protein [39] and
as part of a Gag-Pol fusion protein [36,61].
Much effort has been devoted to determining the precise mechanism by which reverse transcription
occurs, and models have been derived for both orthoretroviruses (reviewed in [9]) and hepadnaviruses
(reviewed in [23,62]). One notable difference between the two mechanisms is the primer used to
initiate first strand synthesis. Hepadnaviruses have an additional terminal protein (TP) domain in RT
that serves as the primer for reverse transcription [63], while orthoretroviruses use a host cell tRNA as
primer. FV RT lacks the hepadnaviral TP domain, and the primer binding site in FV genomic RNA is
complementary to tRNA lys1,2. Thus, the mechanism of FV reverse transcription is thought to be
similar to that of orthoretroviruses. However, a key difference between FV and orthoretroviral reverse
transcription is the timing of this event within the lifecycle. Upon entering a new host cell, reverse
transcription proceeds as an early event for orthoretroviruses. In contrast and reminiscent of
hepadnaviruses, reverse transcription occurs primarily as a late event in the FV lifecycle during
assembly and/or budding. Although there are reports of some reverse transcription early after infection
[64,65], the completion of reverse transcription late in the lifecycle leads to the infectious genome
being dsDNA [66,67]. An FV mutant in which Pol was expressed as an orthoretroviral-like Gag-Pol
fusion protein showed that even in this context, FV RT remains active late in the lifecycle [68]. Thus,
the timing of FV RT activation and reverse transcription is intrinsic to Pol sequences and is not
dependent on the mode of Pol expression.
Other viral or cellular factors may be involved with RT activity during viral assembly. A recent
study using a FV four-vector system found that Gag processing is required for initiation of reverse
transcription [57]. It is not yet clear whether the precursor Gag protein somehow inhibits RT activity
during assembly or whether the cleaved p3 peptide has a stimulatory effect on RT. It is also possible
that cellular proteins can contribute to RT activation, as is the case for hepadnaviruses
(reviewed in [62]).
4.3. Integrase
Integrase functions early in the viral lifecycle to integrate reverse-transcribed dsDNA into the cell
genome, and this is also true for FVs. FV IN, like orthoretroviral INs, contains an N-terminal zinc
finger domain, a critical aspartic acid in the active site and a DNA binding domain. Studies of purified
FV IN demonstrated both endonuclease and integrase activities [69,70]. FV IN also contains a strong
nuclear localization signal (NLS) within the C-terminal domain of the protein [71,72]. Orthoretroviral
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IN acts as part of a large subviral nucleoprotein complex, known as the pre-integration complex (PIC)
(reviewed in [73]). In this context, IN is involved in the transport of the PIC to the nucleus of the
infected cell, and recent evidence suggests that the same is true for FV IN [74].
Despite much effort to determine the crystal structure of retroviral IN proteins, to date, PFV IN is
the only such protein for which high-resolution structures have been obtained. The recent studies of
PFV IN in complex with viral DNA have provided structural insights into retroviral IN enzymes and
specifically PFV IN structures [53,54,75]. Although initial studies found that PFV IN exists in a
monomer-dimer equilibrium in solution [76], more recent work has shown that PFV IN exists
exclusively as a monomer in solution, in the absence of DNA [54,77]. This is in contrast to HIV-1 IN,
which exists in a tetramer-dimer equilibrium in the absence of DNA [76]. PFV IN does form dimers
upon interaction with its dsDNA substrate, and these dimers subsequently interact to form tetramers
[53,54]. Tetramer formation is required to bring the target DNAs together and to generate a functional
IN active site [53,54]. It is currently unclear how the monomeric and higher order states of FV IN are
controlled within the viral lifecycle, and the involvement of cellular factors, as is seen in some
orthoretroviruses, cannot be ruled out (reviewed in [78]).
4.4. Regulation of Pol Enzymatic Activities
In orthoretroviruses, such as HIV-1, the PR domain in the Gag-Pol fusion protein can form only a
weak transient dimer, resulting in low PR activity, until it is assembled into virions [79–81]. After the
virion assembles, PR is at a high local concentration, forms stable dimers and becomes active. Given
that FV Pol is expressed independently of Gag, the regulation of FV PR activity is likely to be different
from that of orthoretroviruses and is currently poorly understood. Coupling PR activation to Pol
incorporation would restrict PR activity and prevent cleavages of Gag and Pol until virus assembly
takes place. It has been hypothesized that FV Pol dimerizes during virus assembly for activation. For
this reason, in many studies, when processing of Gag and Pol is found in the cellular supernatants, Pol
has been thought to be encapsidated into virions [10,31,39,55]. However, the preponderance of
evidence shows that FV PR can be activated intracellularly and processing of Gag and Pol can occur
independently of capsid assembly and in the absence of Pol incorporation into particles. For example,
PR-mediated cleavage can occur intracellularly when cells are transfected with a Gag CTRS mutant or
even in the complete absence of Gag [31,39,82,83]. Also, mutants that fail to package Pol into
particles, such as GR box 1 mutants and an FV four-vector system lacking the RNA vector, are shown
to cleave Gag and Pol in the cell [14,56].
During normal FV infection, PR and RT are not cleaved from each other. This is the only known
example of a protein that has both protease and nucleic acid polymerizing activity. Like
orthoretroviruses, FV PR requires dimerization for activation. As described above, FV PR-RT exists
predominantly as a monomer in solution and forms only transient dimers [49,51]. FV RT is active in
this monomeric structure of the PR-RT [59]. Thus, the PR-RT molecule must adopt both monomeric
(for RT) and dimeric (for PR) states, depending on the stage of the viral lifecycle and the enzymatic
activity required. We propose a model of regulation of Pol enzymatic activities during viral assembly
that takes into consideration this paradox (Figure 2). The precursor Pol protein is incorporated into
virions and forms dimers by IN-IN interactions and/or through binding to PARM in genomic RNA.
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The dimerization of PrPol creates a PR active site, leading to cleavage of Gag and Pol. Although the
exact order of the Gag and Pol cleavages is unknown, it is likely that Gag processing precedes Pol
processing. After cleavage, PR-RT would be a monomer and active as a polymerase, and PR would no
longer be active. After Pol cleavage, PR-RT has very high levels of reverse transcriptase and RNase H
activities [58,59], and free IN is active [39]. After infection of new cells, weak dimers of PR-RT, albeit
at a low level in virions, allow PR to cleave at an additional site in Gag, yielding an approximately
38 kD-Gag in newly infected cells [84]. This secondary cleavage of Gag is thought to be required for
complete disassembly in newly infected cells. Recently, another report showed that virions produced
from cells cotransfected with p68 processed Gag with PR-deficient Pol are infectious, although
infectivity is reduced to 0.5-2% of WT [57], suggesting that PR activity is not absolutely essential at an
early stage after target cell entry. Overall, it appears that FV PR activity depends on the dimerization
of PrPol during the assembly process and is then downregulated after assembly is complete.
Figure 2. Model of regulation of Pol enzymatic activities during virus assembly. (A) The
precursor Pol protein contains the protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT) and integrase
(IN) domains. (B) Upon incorporation into virions, the precursor Pol protein forms dimers
through IN-IN interactions. (C) The dimerization of precursor Pol allows formation of the
PR active site. (D) Active PR cleaves Gag and Pol proteins, as indicated by the dashed
lines. (E) After cleavage, PR-RT remains a monomer and is active as a polymerase,
initiating reverse transcription of the viral RNA genome. Free IN is also active.
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5. Conclusions
FV Pol is not synthesized as a Gag-Pol protein, as in orthoretroviruses. Rather, it is expressed from
a spliced mRNA. Thus, there are unique mechanisms for regulation of Pol expression and packaging.
Only Pol precursor protein, PR-RT-IN, is packaged. Protease cleavage of PrPol results in PR-RT and
IN proteins, but neither protein by itself is packaged. Pol packaging requires RNA motifs in genomic
RNA, called PES (Pol encapsidation sequences). Pol packaging mediated through PES requires both
the Pol IN domain, as well as a GR box in the Gag protein. It is likely that a Gag-Pol complex is
packaged through binding to the PES, but it remains to be determined how this complex is formed. The
FV Pol precursor dimerizes through the IN domain. There may also be a role for an RNA sequence,
PARM. All retroviral proteases must dimerize to create an active site. Dimerization of FV PrPol is
required for PR activation. FV RT is active as a monomer. This poses a problem for FV, since PR and
RT are expressed as a fusion protein. A model is presented to explain this paradox. PrPol has protease
activity, which results in cleavage of IN from the precursor. The resultant PR-RT is now monomeric
and has RT activity. FV reverse transcription occurs during virus assembly and/or budding, resulting in
dsDNA-containing infectious virions. The timing of FV reverse transcription is unique among
retroviruses and is independent of the mode of Pol expression. The timing of RT is not the result of the
absence of Gag in the precursor. Instead, RT timing appears to be intrinsic to the Pol protein.
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